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Twitter - become a Top 
Tweeter & generate new 

sales
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A bit about me 

◼Digital Marketing since 
2002

◼Own business 2010

◼Working with a range of 
training agencies public and 
private and private clients 
all over Ireland. 

◼Email: 
shennessy@bedynamic.ie

mailto:shennessy@bedynamic.ie
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Today

At the end of today you will: 

◼Have a Twitter account set up for your 
business 

◼Understand how to use Twitter successfully 
in your business 

◼Be aware of and understand the importance 
of Twitter etiquette 



+ How it differs?

• Quicker, no longevity 

• It has become a source of news

• Shorter (280 characters) 

• It’s all about sharing and conversations

• No/little sales

• Great for (but not limited to) connecting to PR, 
Media, Influencers, Thought Leaders 
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The numbers 
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Social media in Ireland 

72%

40%

30%
28%

22%

43%

Facebook Instagram Twitter Shapchat Pinterest LinkedIn

Data source: Octave Digital, Mintel Ireland & Napoleoncat.com
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Twitter users by age - global

24.00%

29%

23%

15%

18-24 25-34 35-49 50+

Data source: Statista
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Why use Twitter?

◼Build & nurture relationships 

◼Build trust and credibility

◼Connect with influencers/thought leaders 

◼Brand awareness

◼Crowdsourcing 

◼Generate feedback and user generated content

◼Customer services 
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Be a leader
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Crowdsource



+
Share
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Nurture

Respond to 
people – build 
relationships. 



+
Get Involved

#RTEVirtualParade



+
Customer services



+
Share emotive content 
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Changing tactics during Covid-19

Entertain, educate, advise, help & 
engage 
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Etiquette

◼Self-promotion- don’t over promote 
yourself

◼Sharing opinions – do it with caution

◼Be proactive not reactive 
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Designing for Twitter
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Canva.com
https://designschool.canva.com/courses/social-media-mastery

https://designschool.canva.com/courses/social-media-mastery
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Wordswag app
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Wordswag app 
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Ripl.com video
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Image sources 
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Hashtags
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“a word or phrase preceded by a 
hash sign (#), used on social 

media websites and 
applications, especially Twitter, 

to identify messages on a 
specific topic.”

Oxford Dictionary
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Using hashtags

◼2-3 per tweet

◼Unique 
#beyondeverything

◼Existing #DearIreland

◼Event specific

◼Give more context to 
the tweet 
#digitalmarketingtip
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Strategy & Planning 
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Why are you using Twitter and 
what are you trying to achieve? 
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Sample objectives & tactics 

◼Brand awareness: develop a content strategy

◼ Share content that is useful to your customers

◼ Stand out as a leader 

◼Build relationships: engage in conversations but 
be tactical with whom you engage with. 

◼Media contacts: connect to PR, local & national 
media journalists, marketing companies. 

◼Gain influence: surround yourself with influencers 
(be specific to your industry and people that 
influence your industry)
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KPIs

◼What will 
you measure 
and what 
tools will you 
use?
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Twitter KPI template 

Objective KPI Targets Baseline Competitor Competitor Competitor Month: Month: Month:

Social 

Authority

Followerwonk.com 50+/100

Brand 

Awareness

Followers 1% m/m 

growth

Brand 

Awareness

Impressions

% engagement

50k p/m

1% - 1.5%

N/A N/A N/A

Consideration Time on Site

Pages Visited

Conversions Leads/Sales

Conversions PM/DM
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Followerwonk Social Authority
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Followerwonk.com
Followers Authority
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Followerwonk.com
Followers Activity
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Followerwonk.com
Compare Accounts 
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Twitter Insights
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Twitter Insights
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Phlanx Engagement Calculator

Calculates based on 
public data e.g. 
likes, replies and 
retweets as a 
percent of your 
followers 
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Buffer Analyze
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Buffer Anayze – by date
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Buffer Anayze – Tweet Analysis
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Buffer Anayze – Tips
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Using Twitter



+
Your profile
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Profile tips

◼160 characters, keep it brief

◼Personal vs. business or personal & business

◼ Introduce yourself – why should people follow

◼Only give essential information

◼Use hashtags 1 or 2 max

◼Show personality

◼ Include keywords 

◼Link to other relevant accounts e.g. company 



+
Your username

◼Memorable

◼Short

◼Avoid numbers, 
dots, dashes and 
underscores if 
possible



+
Home / 

Newsfeed

Navigation

Change home page from 

top to most recent
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Tweeting

◼280 characters so be concise with up to 4 
images. 

◼Run a poll - Add Gif - Use emojis 

◼Upload video (max 2mins 20 seconds)
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Tweet thread 

◼Connect tweets to tell a story
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Tagging

◼Type @ and 
their 
username

◼Choose from 
the list
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Running a poll

◼Use to crowdsource, get 
opinions, build interaction, 
create awareness 

◼4 options 

◼ If you need a 5th option ask 
them to reply

◼Run for 1 day max. 

◼No images
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Tips for engagement 

✓ Tweet frequently - 1-5 tweets per day (Neil 
Patel)

✓ Tweet at the optimum times (Followerwonk)

✓ Post visual content e.g. images and video

✓ Use hashtags (2-3)

✓ Engage with replies, retweets and tags

✓ Create an inviting profile

✓ Tag when relevant (image and tweet)
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Explore section
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Notifications

Customise 

notification 

settings 
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Private Messages

◼Change message settings 

◼Go to settings and 
privacy

◼Privacy and safety 

◼Direct messages & tick 
the box  
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Lists

◼Create: private 
and/or public

◼Subscribe to others 

◼Share as a tweet

◼Use to categories 
topics and/or 
Twitter accounts 
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Using Lists
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Muting
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Management and scheduling 
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Twitter scheduling

◼Visit 
https://ads.twitter.com/

◼Creatives / tweets 

◼New Tweet 

◼Untick Promoted Only 

◼Create tweet and 
schedule 

https://ads.twitter.com/
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Tweetdeck
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Key takeaways

◼Define why you are using Twitter 
and set some targets

◼Be creative

◼Nurture and build relationships

◼Monitor and refine content as 
needed 
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Thank You
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